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DAVE FERGUSON
Exponential President

WELCOME TO  
EXPONENTIAL 2015,  

SPARK: IGNITING A CULTURE
OF MULTIPLICATION

W E L C O M E

Spark.

A spark becomes a flame.

A flame fans into a fire.

The fire begins to blaze.

A blazing fire becomes an inferno.

As a follower of Jesus you have within you the spark of a movement. 
Exponential’s desire is to fan the spark within you!
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For this reason I remind you to fan into 
flame the gift of God, which is in you 
through the laying on of my hands.”  
–II Timothy 1:6  

“

Our big idea at Exponential 2015 is Spark: Igniting a Culture of Multiplication.  

For the next three days, we will be discovering how to create culture. You might  

be asking, “Why focus on creating culture at a church planting conference?” 

Let me start with a simple definition of culture: 

CULTURE [kuhl-cher]:  A force that creates spontaneous patterns 
of repeated behaviors.

Culture is more powerful than vision. Culture is more powerful than strategy.  

Culture is how the Holy Spirit works through a community of people called the 

church. The most powerful force leaders have for great Kingdom advancement 

is culture! And because we believe that movement is how the mission of Jesus 

is accomplished, our conversation this week will be on creating a culture of 

multiplication.

A culture of multiplication has three components that can be explained by  

this diagram:

VALUES: core conviction about the 

priority of multiplication

NARRATIVE: stories and language 

of multiplying 

BEHAVIORS: practice and action 

of multiplying 

NARRATIVE

BEHAVIORS

VALUES

CULTURE

An inferno comes from a fire ablaze.

The blaze erupts from a scorching fire.

A fire is started from a flame.

A flame is ignited by a single spark.

Spark.  
You can spark a movement!
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TUESDAY, April 28, 2015

Session 1* 12:30pm – 2:00pm
Igniting a Culture of Multiplication
Ying Kai, Danielle Strickland, Dave Ferguson, Jodi Hickerson

-Break- 2:00pm – 2:30pm

Session 2 / Workshop 1* 2:30pm – 3:30pm
Multiplication Cultures:  Examples from the Front Lines
Bob Roberts, Kevin Cox, Ying Kai, Dave Ferguson

-Break- 3:30pm – 4:00pm

Session 3 4:00pm – 5:30pm
The Value of Multiplication
Joby Martin, Steve Murrell, Steve Stroope

WEDNESDAY, April 29, 2015

Session 4 8:45am – 10:15am
Narratives of Multiplication
J.D. Greear, Michael Frost, Mario Vega

-Break- 10:15am – 10:45am

Session 5 / Workshop 2 10:45am – 11:45am
Multiplication Cultures:  Examples from the Front Lines
J.D. Greear, Steve Stroope, Dave Ferguson

-Lunch- 11:45am – 1:00pm

Session 6 / Workshop 3 1:00pm – 2:00pm
Multiplication Cultures:  Examples from the Front Lines
Larry Walkemeyer, Deb Walkemeyer, Ajai Lall, Dave Ferguson

-Break- 2:00pm – 2:30pm

Session 7 / Workshop 4 2:30pm – 3:30pm
Multiplication Cultures:  Examples from the Front Lines
Jeff Leake, Brian Bolt, Dave Ferguson

-Break- 3:30pm – 4:00pm

Session 8 4:00pm – 5:30pm
Behaviors of Multiplying
Derwin Gray, Bob Roberts, Ajai Lall

THURSDAY, April 30, 2015

Session 9 / Workshop 5 8:45am – 9:45am
Devotion – Max Lucado  I  Forum Conversation:  Engaging Healthy Conversations  
on Race Relations with the Following Leaders
Dave Ferguson, Michael McBride, Candace Lewis, Greg Surratt,, Mark DeYmaz

Break- 9:45am – 10:15am

Session 10 10:15am – 12pm
A Multiplication Movement
Dave Ferguson, Max Lucado, Oscar Muriu, Jodi Hickerson

*Portions of this session will not be available for the Live Webcast.

WEDNESDAY, April 29, 2015 (continued)
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As we pressed into our Exponential 
2015 theme of igniting a culture of 
multiplication, our team set out to 
identify 10 radically multiplying U.S. 
churches. We hoped to find just 10 
of these churches so that we could 
highlight and learn from just .003 
percent of all U.S. churches. We 
spent months looking and inquiring, 
but we couldn’t find 10. We couldn’t 
find even three.

Something just isn’t right. If the 
church is made to multiply, why 
aren’t we seeing it?

How do we start to move the needle? 
Church planter/leader, it starts with 

you. Do you realize that amid all 
your struggles and tensions, you are 
perfectly positioned to be a change 
maker? That change starts with 
embracing new ways of thinking? 
Moving the needle will take a 
groundswell of next-generation 
leaders like you who will look 
beyond the prevailing measures of 
addition-growth and adopt new 
scorecards of multiplication growth.

For us to begin to move forward 
with creating a movement, we 
have to understand that the 
micro (addition) and macro 
(multiplication) must work in 
tandem. The micro (or local) does 

the heavy lifting of adding while 
the macro (releasing and sending) 
gives the context for multiplying. 
It takes a unique culture to fuel 
multiplication and movements 
thinking. 

So how do we pursue the addition 
(micro) and multiplication (macro) 
simultaneously? It starts with 
intentionality. We must purpose 
to continually ask ourselves, “How 
do we help everyone in our church 
reach their ‘next one’?” while 
simultaneously asking, “How do we 
release and send people to reach 
the next 100,000?”

Why we need a micro and macro strategy to create 
a movement of  multiplying churches

WRITTEN BY

TO D D  W I L S O N

A D D  +  M U L T I P L Y

FOR US TO BEGIN TO MOVE FORWARD WITH CREATING A  

MOVEMENT,  WE HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THAT THE MICRO (ADDITION)  

AND MACRO (MULTIPLICATION) MUST WORK IN TANDEM.

Read the rest of this  
article on the EX East ’15 mobile 

site at m.exponential.org.

Download the FREE eBook  
Spark: Igniting a Culture of 

Multiplication by Todd Wilson 
at exponential.org

“ “
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What does it look like to follow 

the Lord and carry His burden?

Taking the Lord’s yoke upon 

us, as He instructs us to do in 

Matthew 11:29-30, is living in 

the awareness that whatever 

we are doing and whatever 

ministry the Lord has called 

us to, we forever maintain the 

understanding that we do it 

unto Him. Our service must be 

rooted in Him, motivated by 

our love for Him, and done with 

the desire to exalt His name 

and His name alone.

My brothers and sisters, I share 

this message with you soberly, 

knowing how easy it is to run 

about with our own ideas and 

our own agendas. Everything 

can look so good; we can seem 

to be running on the right 

track. But if our understanding 

toward ministry has moved 

from being one of ministry unto 

Him to getting results—building 

a name and serving the 

people—we are dangerously off 

course.

1. Wait upon God.

All that brings glory to God and 

lasts in eternity must have its 

origin with God, not with us. 

Over and over again, we see that 

waiting upon God precedes the 

unfolding of His plan or purpose.

After the ascension of Christ, 

Scripture says, [Jesus] 

commanded the disciples “not 

to depart from Jerusalem, but 

to wait for the promise of the 

Father” (Acts 1:4). It was as 

they waited upon God that 

they received His call for their 

lives, and then they went out 

proclaiming His resurrection and 

salvation.

The calling of Saul and Barnabas 

happened in a similar manner. 

Download the eBook His 
Burden Is Light: Experiencing 
Multiplication Through Letting Go 
by K.P. Yohannan.

Read the rest of this article on 
the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 
m.exponential.org.

Gospel for Asia’s 
K.P. Yohannan 
draws from 40 
years of ministry 
to share insights 
for sharing in 
God’s burden for 
multiplication

3 COURSE 
CORRECTIONS 
FOR LIFE AND 
MINISTRY

CRISSCROSSING 
THE GLOBE TO 

MAKE DISCIPLES
More than 30 years since K.P. Yohannan 

founded Gospel for Asia, national 

ministries are starting hundreds of new 

churches every week in the Two-Thirds 

world where thousands of people a day are 

coming to know Christ. In much of South 

Asia, more churches are starting now than 

at any point in the region’s history.

exponential.org

WRITTEN BY

K . P.  YO H A N N A N
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VISION
“It’s not enough to 

attend a seminar, learn 
some new tricks, and then 

go home and pop out a vision 
statement. Vision is born in 

 the heart of God.”

Beginning with just 12 people, 

the Hope Chapel “movement” 

founded by Ralph and Ruby 

Moore now numbers more 

than a thousand churches 

worldwide. Here, Moore 

shares what he has learned 

and continues to learn in the 

process.  

On Having a Clear Vision

Vision is born in the heart of 

God. It’s not enough to attend 

a seminar, learn some new 

tricks, and then go home and 

pop out a vision statement. 

The vision for a local church 

should:

• be rooted in the scriptures.

• reflect the process described 

when you link together the 

Gospels and Acts.

• reflect disciple making that 

results in new churches.

• project long-term goals and 

be global in scope.

• be narrow enough that 

it’s easy to describe in a 

30-second “elevator speech.” 

As leaders, we should be able 

to repeat the overall vision 

of the church on an almost 

weekly basis somewhere 

during the public meetings.

INSIGHTS FROM 
THE JOURNEY TO 
MULTIPLICATION

On Multiplication Growth

Many years ago, a respected 

leader suggested that if 

each of the churches our 

church had helped plant 

averaged 100 attendees, 

then we had the equivalent 

of a megachurch. There is 

more power in church growth 

through multiplication than 

there is in church growth 

through addition. Launching 

more churches is more 

productive than building 

larger churches. Compare 

the total attendance of 1,000 

small churches to that of any 

large church, and you’ll see 

my point.

Read the rest of this article on 

the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 

m.exponential.org.

Download the FREE eBook 

You Can Multiply Your Church: 

One Journey to Radical 

Multiplication by Ralph Moore.

WRITTEN BY

R A L P H  M O O R E

Hope Chapel 
movement founder 
Ralph Moore shares 
the critical lessons 
he has learned over 
four decades of 
planting churches

exponential.org
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5 LESSONS FROM 
AN UNLIKELY 
CHURCH 
PLANTER
When we planted CityReach Church, we had no idea 

what God would show us and teach us—and how He 

would use us to grow His Kingdom. 

In this journey, I’ve learned that God loves to use 

the people no one expects Him to use. God doesn’t 

call the equipped; He equips the called. When God 

uses an unlikely person, He always gets the glory 

and people look to Jesus. When people look to 

Jesus, salvation and transformation are released. 

God uses unlikely people in overlooked places to do 

extraordinary things. 

And God loves to send unlikely people to overlooked 

places! I call this a “miracle zone”—where the unlikely 

are sent to the overlooked and forgotten. And it’s 

that place where God is so overjoyed at what’s 

happening that He releases His power and grace.

Bad things aren’t always bad.

In the midst of the bad things is always a promise 

from God. Jesus specializes in turning bad things 

around for the good. Our recovery homes directors, 

church planters and a lot of our leaders come from 

a rough past, but God has turned this around for the 

good. For example, one of our pastors, Anthony, is 

a former drug addict and dealer. Anthony’s story 

is a message of hope and redemption to his entire 

neighborhood. The people there remember what 

Anthony was like. Today, they see a changed man, 

a man free from drugs. God took Anthony’s drug 

addiction and drug dealing and redeemed them to 

do something amazing. 

Read the rest of this article on the EX East ‘15 mobile 
site at m.exponential.org.

CITYREACH NETWORK 

LEADER BRIAN BOLT HAS 

SEEN GOD MULTIPLY THE 

CHURCH IN SURPRISING WAYS

GOD USES UNLIKELY PEOPLE IN 
OVERLOOKED PLACES TO DO 

EXTRAORDINARY THINGS.
Download the eBook,  

Reach: A Story of Multiplication in the City

WRITTEN BY

B R I A N  B O LT

exponential.org
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Spark: Igniting 
a Culture of 
Multiplication 
is now available 
in bulk.

Contact  
terri@exponential.org

 
CREATE YOUR OWN 
EXPONENTIAL 
EXPERIENCE!

“ In SPARK, Todd Wilson gives the church a practical and powerful vision 

of what the body of Christ can resemble when it pursues exponential 

growth through multiplying believers and churches. I’m thankful for 

Todd and this helpful book.”
~Ed Stetzer 

LifeWay Research President

“ The book is utterly brilliant. I love it. This little eBook is more 

dangerous to our prevailing mindsets than its size and accessibility 

suggests.”
—Alan Hirsch 

Award-winning writer on missional movements 
Founder of Forge Mission Training Network and Future Travelers 

“ Reading Spark filled my eyes with tears. Where was this book when I 

restarted my church? What a difference it might have made. Folks this 

is the first book that will go on my 2015 classics list.”

—Bill Easum 
Ministry veteran, 21st Century Strategies

“ I found SPARK startling, eye opening, like someone had awakened me 

with a splash of cold water in the face. I predict it will create a lot of 

discussion and provide a pathway for those who want to change from a 

growth -addition motif to a growth-multiplication approach.”

 —Bill Hull 
Author of Jesus Christ Disciple Maker, 

 The Disciple Making Pastor, The Disciple Making Church
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What can we learn 
from Clarence 
Greenleaf’s vision 
for multiplication 
throughout the 
Appalachians?

Here, Momentum Christian Church 

Pastor and Exponential emcee for 

multiple years Dan Smith shines a 

spotlight on a mid-20th-century 

pastor and church that mastered the 

art of multiplication decades ago. 

Listen in and ask yourself, “What are 

we doing to forcefully advance the 

Kingdom?”

Recently, I visited my alma mater 

and popped in to see my old prof 

and friend, Dr. Robert Ford. As we 

chatted, he told me that Momentum’s 

story and vision of multiplication 

reminded him of the late Clarence 

Greenleaf. 

Dr. Ford explained, “Greenleaf was 

a minister in Grundy, Virginia, in the 

Appalachian mountains. When his 

church grew to 550 people, he would 

send out 50 of them to start a new 

church. When they grew back to 550, 

he’d do it again.”

Momentum has never come close 

to an attendance of 550 people, 

but the story fascinated me. 

Eventually, I got my hands on 

an obscure biography about Mr. 

Greenleaf. What I’ve learned hasn’t 

disappointed.

Clarence Greenleaf (1915-2004) was 

a great visionary. In the early 1940s, 

the church he pastored decided 

they would not be satisfied with 

addition-growth alone. They would 

multiply their church. Greenleaf’s 

vision was that everyone in Grundy 

would be within walking distance of 

a church. In his biography, he told 

author Joseph O’Neal, “Between 

Grundy and fifteen miles away, 

you might have three mountains 

to go over.” To accomplish the 

vision, Grundy Church sent 25 to 50 

people to be the nucleus for each 

new congregation.

Read the rest of this article on 
the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 
m.exponential.org.

Download the FREE eBook, Sending 
Church: Stories of Momentum and 
Multiplication by Dan Smith. 

WRITTEN BY

DA N  S M I T H

IMPACT
“How many will be 
in Heaven because 

one of Grundy’s 
spinoff churches 

impacted their entire 
family tree?”

exponential.org

A CHURCH IN 

EVERY ‘HOLLER’

KEY QUESTION
“How can we invest our 

time, treasure and talents 
for the greatest Kingdom 

return in the next 100 years?” 

Twenty years after starting 

New Life Christian Church, 

Brett Andrews has learned 

much in the school of hard 

knocks as he and his team 

have committed to be a 

reproducing church. 

At the risk of stating the 

absurdly obvious, church 

planters don’t know what 

we don’t know. How can our 

churches move from addition 

to multiplication? How can 

we invest our time, treasure 

and talents for the greatest 

Kingdom return in the next 

100 years? 

A leadership coach once 

pointed out to me that 

the first step of growth is 

moving from unconscious 

incompetence to conscious 

incompetence. Twenty 

years into church planting, 

most days I still don’t feel 

competent; however, we 

have discovered a handful 

of watershed issues that can 

make or break us.

The Number 1 
Quality of a 
Church Leader

WE MESSED UP— 
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO

Watershed Issue #1:  

The Essential, Irreplaceable 

Core Competency of the 

Church Leader

What is the most important 

quality of a church leader? 

Good news, bad news and 

sad news. The good news is 

that this core competency is 

attainable for everyone. You 

don’t have to be a superstar. 

The bad news is that 

developing it is demanding 

and easily lost. The sad news 

is that few champion this core 

competency.

Read the rest of this article on 
the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 
m.exponential.org.  

Download the FREE eBook 
Give God Some Credit: Risk 
Taking for Greater Impact by 
Brett Andrews.  

WRITTEN BY

B R E T T  A N D R E WS

exponential.org
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EXPONENTIAL 
LEARNING 
COMMUNITIES
ACCELERATING KINGDOM IMPACT by SHIFTING PARADIGMS

www.exponential.org/learning-communities

+ LEARNING COMMUNITIES
The Exponential Learning Communities were created for church 

leaders who are no longer interested in simply growing attendance 

but long for a greater Kingdom impact that makes a palpable 

difference in the world. These communities are for leaders that know 

it will take a comprehensive missional mindset that looks beyond 

even the successful models of today.

+ TONS OF OTHER 
EXPONENTIAL RESOURCES

“ This discussion has been probably the most important discussion  

of my life ... it would certainly have to be the best learning investment  

of my life.”

 Steve Andrews, Lead Pastor Kensington Community Church

“ (This experience) helped us take very concrete steps as a church in making 

some dramatic paradigm shifts … It has been absolutely life-changing, 

church-changing, and I believe will change the face of the United States.”

 Greg Nettle, President, Stadia Church Planting Network

“ If you need to take your church into the future with a more missional focus 

and practice … You will not regret it.”

 Dave Ferguson, Lead Pastor, Community Christian Church;  

Founder, NewThing Network

Exponential is known for resourcing movement makers.  
From books to eBooks, to podcasts and articles, learn about best practices 

in church planting, all available at exponential.org
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WRITTEN BY

L A R RY 

WA L K E M E Y E R

Light & Life Fellowship planter and 

internationally recognized multiplication 

leader Larry Walkemeyer shares the 

inner struggle he experienced as he 

considered the commitment to lead 

a church that multiplies including the 

huge walls in his heart he had to get 

over to move forward. As he says, “My 

thinking needed to be adjusted toward 

truth in each of these three areas”:

1. The “Skewed Scoreboard” Wall

Imagine watching an NBA basketball 

game, but unbeknownst to you, the 

NBA has drastically changed the rules. 

Now, in addition to field goals being 

worth two or three points, every assist 

is worth five points. The game would be 

totally altered. The celebrity shooters 

would no longer dominate teams, and 

the effective passers would be of even 

greater value. High scorers could be 

those who never even made a shot. 

Team play would rise to a whole new 

level, with scores potentially surpassing 

250 points.

I believe God scores the assists. He’s 

searching for “passers” even more than 

“shooters.” He’s looking for leaders 

who are more concerned about who 

they can launch than how many they 

can lead. For too long, the scoreboard 

has been skewed and leaders like 

myself haven’t played up to our 

Kingdom potential. The scoreboard, 

Transitioning your 
scoreboard from 
‘size’ to ‘impact’

however, is shifting from addition to 

multiplication.

In my own journey, it has been a 

radical shift to transition my internal 

scoreboard from “size” to “impact.” 

This shift is ongoing because 

my ego has a tendency toward 

perpetual resurrection. My struggle 

is exacerbated by the modern 

church culture. For decades, the 

Christian scoreboard has tallied 

attendance as the criteria for “Most 

Valuable Player” in the wide world 

of church. Scant attention has 

been given to how those numbers 

arrived, or what those numbers did 

upon arrival. It was sufficient that 

they were present in the building.

For years, I have quoted Jesus to 

reassure myself that my local church 

was going to grow: “I will build 

my church and the gates of hell 

shall not prevail against it” (Matt. 

16:18, KJV). Someone put a pin in 

my balloon, however, when they 

pointed out that this is a promise 

to the universal Church (big “C”), 

not my local church. Jesus is far 

more concerned about the growth 

of the global Church than He is 

with whether you hit 10 percent 

attendance growth this year.

When we start focusing on how 

we can “assist” the global Church 

to grow, we have crossed over to 

true Kingdom thinking. We care 

about scoring points by helping 

other churches start and expand. 

Even if the Christian media fails to 

recalibrate their scoreboard, we 

must ask for this renovation in our 

own hearts. To move the Kingdom 

forward, this wall must fall down.

2. The “Play It Safe Wall”

I built the “play it safe” wall in my 

mind and in our church. I could 

have also named it “the wall of 

fear” or “the wall of risk aversion.”

Read the rest of this article on 
the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 
m.exponential.org.

Download the FREE eBook, Flow: 
Unleashing a River of Multiplication 
in Your Church, Community and 
World by Larry Walkemeyer.

WHAT INNER
STRUGGLES ARE 
KEEPING YOU 
AT STATUS QUO?

LARRY WALKEMEYER 

SHARES ABOUT THE 

THREE HUGE WALLS 

IN HIS HEART HE HAD TO 

GET OVER TO COMMIT 

TO MULTIPLICATION

TRUST GOD
“The further you 

move forward, the 
more you will discover 
you have to trust God 
without demanding to 

know the details of 
the journey.”

God is looking for leaders who are 
more concerned about who they can 
launch than how many they can lead.”

“

exponential.org
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FREE EBOOKS ON
MULTIPLICATION
Download the latest from Exponential’s Igniting a Culture of Multiplication 

series of FREE eBooks.

View Exponential’s entire library of downloadable eBooks at exponential.org

 

Spark: Igniting 
a Culture of 
Multiplication 

 TODD WILSON

Flow: Unleashing A 
River of Multiplication 
in Your Church, City 
and World

LARRY 
WALKEMEYER

The Question That 
Changed My Life: 
How Planting Life-
Giving Churches 
Became Our 
Direction

JEFF LEAKE

Small Church, Big 
Impact: A Call for 
Small Churches to 
Multiply

KEVIN COX

Start A Movement: 
Plant Pregnant

JOSH BURNETT

Give God Some 
Credit: Risk Taking 
For Greater Impact 

BRETT ANDREWS

You Can Multiply 
Your Church: One 
Journey to Radical 
Multiplication

RALPH MOORE

Reach: A Story of 
Multiplication in the 
City

BRIAN BOLT

Together for the 
City: What Can 
Happen When the 
Mission is Bigger 
than 1 Congregation 

KEVIN HAAH AND 
TOM HUGHES

Sending Church: 
Stories of 
Momentum and 
Multiplication

DAN SMITH

Collaboration for 
Multiplication: The 
Story of the Houston 
Church Planting 
Network

BRUCE WESLEY 

More Than BBQ: How 
God Is Creating A 
City-wide Movement in 
Kansas City

DAN SOUTHERLAND 
AND TROY MCMAHON 

Sending Capacity, not 
Seating Capacity: 
Why a Church Gains 
the Most When It 
Sends Its Best

J.D. GREEAR AND  
MIKE MCDANIEL

His Burden Is Light: 
Experiencing 
Multiplication 
Through Letting Go 

K.P. YOHANNAN

Igniting Movements: 
Multiplying 
Churches in Dark 
Places

DR. AJAI LALL AND 
JOSH HOWARD

The Journey Toward 
A Healthy Multiplying 
Church

DARRIN PATRICK 

DiscipleShift: Five Steps 
that Help Your Church to 
Make Disciples Who Make 
Disciples 

JIM PUTMAN AND 
BOBBY HARRINGTON,  
WITH ROBERT COLEMAN

Missional Moves: 
15 Tectonic Shifts that 
Transform Churches, 
Communities and  
the World 

ROB WEGNER AND  
JACK MAGRUDER

It’s Personal: Surviving 
and Thriving on the 
Journey of Church 
Planting 

BRIAN AND AMY BLOYE

Barefoot Church: Serving 
the Least in a Consumer 
Culture 

BRANDON HATMAKER

On the Verge: The 
Future of the Church as 
Apostolic Movement 

ALAN HIRSCH AND 
DAVE FERGUSON

For the City: Proclaiming 
and Living Out the Gospel 

DARRIN PATRICK AND 
MATT CARTER

Transformation:  
Discipleship that Turns 
Lives, Churches and the 
World Upside Down 

BOB ROBERTS, JR.

Exponential: How You 
and Your Friends Can 
Start a Missional Church 
Movement 

DAVE FERGUSON AND 
JON FERGUSON

AND... The Gathered 
and Scattered Church 

HUGH HALTER AND 
MATT SMAY

EXPONENTIAL’S
RESOURCE LIBRARY
Exponential offers a growing library of resources, including books, free eBooks, podcasts, 

articles, videos, online courses and more. 

FIND IT ALL AT EXPONENTIAL.ORG

SPARK: Igniting a Culture  
of Multiplication 

TODD WILSON

“ In SPARK, Todd Wilson gives the church a practical and powerful vision 

of what the body of Christ can resemble when it pursues exponential 

growth through multiplying believers and churches. I’m thankful for 

Todd and this helpful book.”
~Ed Stetzer 

LifeWay Research President

“ The book is utterly brilliant. I love it. This little eBook is more 

dangerous to our prevailing mindsets than its size and accessibility 

suggests.”
—Alan Hirsch 

Award-winning writer on missional movements 
Founder of Forge Mission Training Network and Future Travelers 

“ Reading Spark filled my eyes with tears. Where was this book when I 

restarted my church? What a difference it might have made. Folks this 

is the first book that will go on my 2015 classics list.”

—Bill Easum 
Ministry veteran, 21st Century Strategies

“ I found SPARK startling, eye opening, like someone had awakened me 

with a splash of cold water in the face. I predict it will create a lot of 

discussion and provide a pathway for those who want to change from a 

growth -addition motif to a growth-multiplication approach.”

 —Bill Hull 
Author of Jesus Christ Disciple Maker, 

 The Disciple Making Pastor, The Disciple Making Church

20 | Exponential

Saturating Austin: 
A Strategy As Big 
As Your City

TIM HAWKS 
AND JOHN 
HERRINGTON 
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Prayer is key.

We know this is fairly obvious, 

but too often it’s forgotten. Our 

leaders in India know firsthand how 

important prayer is to overcome the 

tensions we face. If we truly want to 

see a movement take place in our 

communities, we must be on the 

same page with the Spirit of God. 

Without the Holy Spirit, nothing we 

do will amount to anything. 

Never forget: it’s all about Jesus.

This second principle is incredibly 

close to my (Josh’s) heart. Over the 

last six years, I have focused deeply 

on making disciples and igniting 

movements in India, but I got so 

focused on the process and the 

programs that I completely forgot 

whom I was doing this for. The 

Kingdom work we do is first and 

foremost for the King!  It’s all about 

Him—as we plant churches and 

multiply leaders. We are doing this 

all for Him.

With Jesus at the forefront, with our 

eyes fixed on Him, may we all ignite 

the world with His love and grace.

Read the rest of this article on 
the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 
m.exponential.org. 

Download the eBook, Igniting 
Movements: Multiplying Churches in 
Dark Places.

MULTIPLYING 
CHURCHES: 5 THINGS 
WE CAN’T FORGET 
LEADERSHIP 
TRAINING
CICM strives to raise up not 
only church planters, but also 
movement makers.

Leaders Ajai Lall  
and Josh Howard 
share three of the five 
“big things” they say 
we must not forget 
if we truly want to 
see a multiplication 
movement.
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STARTING A MOVEMENT REQUIRES 
AN INTENTIONAL PATH TOWARD 
REPRODUCING DISCIPLES
Nearly 65 percent of the world’s unreached people groups live in India (1.2 billion 

people) and the 11 countries surrounding it. This is where Central India Christian 

Mission (CICM) has planted more than 1,400 churches and where 400,000 people 

worship on a given Sunday. 

exponential.org
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• ever present opportunities to 

expand the Kingdom

• ever present guidance from 

a Savior who specializes in 

comforting our fears

As much as we would like to 

strategize our tensions away, 

they’re here to stay. Jesus said that 

in this world we will have trouble 

(John 16:33). The question is: How 
do we deal with our ever present 
tensions to leverage our ever present 
opportunities?

Exponential will be distributing 

resources throughout the rest of 

this year and into 2016. A new series 

of free ebooks will help launch us 

into the new year focusing on the 

difficult tensions every planter 

faces—family dynamics to launch 

teams, money problems to mission 

drift, to name a few. We will also 

introduce a new self-assessment 

tool to help you determine your 

church’s culture. 

We can’t wait to come together 

in April for Exponential 2016 to 

talk about three key tensions all 

churches face regardless of size. 

Ever Present 2016 will inspire, 

encourage and equip you to face 

these tensions with the help and 

power of our ever present Savior. 

Come prepared for a culture-

shaping experience!

THE CONVERSATION CONTINUES

Ever present 
tensions, 

ever present 
opportunities 

and an ever 
present Savior

As we’ve learned this week, 

multiplication begins and ends with 

a healthy and aligned culture. As we 

go from here, you’ll have better ways 

to convey and implement your core 

values, narrative, and practices to tell 

your story. 

The real world awaits! You’ll return 

home to a place full of ever present 

tensions in your life and ministry—a 

major reality check. The landscape of 

trying to create an aligned, healthy 

culture is often riddled with scarcity. 

There aren’t enough resources, 
enough people, or enough money to 
do everything we want to do. 

For most churches, these ever 

present tensions shape a different 

culture than what they actually want 

to cultivate. The culture they end 

up putting in place is the opposite 

of their goal. While they may seek a 

culture of abundance, growth, and 

equipping, they unintentionally end 

up with one of scarcity. 

Now that we’ve embraced the 

elements of a healthy culture, we’re 

going to roll up our sleeves and 

look at how to practically create 

one. We are going to address how 

we confront and deal with the ever 

present tensions that we face. 

Our 2016 Exponential theme is Ever 

Present. Whatever church you’re 

in—whether it’s a small church of 50 

or a megachurch of 5,000—you will 

always have:

• ever present tensions in trying to 

grow and multiply
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Bent on seeing 
churches multiply,  
Reach Northeast 
President Jeff 
Leake shares his 
experience and 
insight. 

Here, Leake drills down to offer 

some of the lessons he has 

learned through both mistakes 

and watching others succeed.

If we love “the one,” God will trust 

us with more.

One of the trends in today’s 

church planting world is to 

identify a target audience 

that feels cool and culturally 

connected. But sometimes I think 

that we may be overlooking some 

other very needed people groups. 

In our context, we use the term 

“the one” to describe someone 

GOING 
AFTER 

THE 
‘ONE’

who is hurting, forgotten, 

overlooked and disconnected 

from God. 

My experience has been that 

when we spend our energies 

going after ”the one,” no one 

else is searching for—but that 

Jesus deeply loves—God will give 

us more people than we know 

what to do with. In fact, if you 

lack traction and can’t seem to 

get people to join your church or 

connect with your launch team, 

expand your vision and commit 

to going after “the one.”

Read the rest of this article on 
the EX East ‘15 mobile site at 
m.exponential.org.

Download the FREE eBook 
The Question That Changed My 
Life: How Planting Life-Giving 
Churches Became Our Direction 
by Jeff Leake.

“When we spend 

our energies going 

after ‘the one,’ no one  

else is searching for— 

but that Jesus deeply loves— 

God will give us more people 

than we know what to do with.”

exponential.org
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THANK YOU 
t o  o u r  2 0 1 5  S p o n s o r s

• Acton Institute

• Acts 29

• Alpha USA

• Antioch School of Church 
Planting & Leadership 
Development

• Asbury Theological Seminary

• Association of Related Churches

• Baker Publishing

• Bethel Seminary

• B&H Publishing Group

• Bradley Bowen Construction

• Brotherhood Mutual  
Insurance Company

• Casas Por Cristo

• Central India Christian Mission

• Christian Alliance of Pastors

• Christian Healthcare Ministries

• Church Development Fund

• Church Multiplication Network

• Church Multiplication Training 
Center

• Church On Wheels

• ChurchPlanters.com

• Moody Publishers

• MOPS International

• New Thing Network

• Orchard Group

• Outreach

• Passion for Planting

• Portable Church Industries

• Regal Theatre Church

• Reliant

• Renovate National Church 
Revitalization Conference

• RSI Stewardship

• Stadia

• StartCHURCH

• stickersandmore.com

• The Hatchery

• The Forgotten Initiative

• The Mastery’s Seminary

• Wesley Seminary at Indiana 
Wesleyan University

• World Vision

• Xulon Press, a part of Salem 
Communications

PLATINUM

• City on a Hill Studio

• Cogun, Inc.

• Compassion International

• Converge Church Planting

• Connect Ministries

• Crossway Books

• eChurch Giving

• Elexio

• Evangelical Free Church of 
America

• forHIM

• General Association of 
General Baptist

• Generis

• G.O. Ministries

• India Gospel League

• InterVarsity Press

• Israel Ministry of Tourism

• Leadership Network

• Lifeline Christian Mission

• Mail Works

• Medi-Share 

• Mission Whiteboard

GOLD


